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In addition, I am creating a new SketchUp model in the freehand tool and it does not seem to have vertices. I have tried several different ways of saving the model but nothing is working. Help would be appreciated. Thanks. Had previously used SketchUp Pro X3 but cost was too much so trying something other.
Hence started with free Sketchup Pro X2 and installed the Vertex Tools Fitsketchup Edition 1. Now facing same problem and not able to save a model in SketchUp Pro X2 anymore. It tries to create the model but just wont and takes over 24 hours to save the model at best. Any suggestions or help would be

appreciated. Latest version of verix tool sketchup is v1. I downloaded and installed the Vertex Tools Fitsketchup Edition and tried saving my model in SketchUp Pro X2 but still wont let me save the model. So when I save it, SketchUp Pro X2 will generate a new file and the program crashes the program. I click
save and it'll crash then I will go to the taskmanager and on the list I will get an error message saying that the tool is no longer working or something along those lines but when I go to System Information it will show that there is 2 processes running and the list will be empty. I want to convert a 3DM file to

Sketchup, and the extension for 3DM is.skp. I know Sketchup for Windows can import.skp, but when I launch Sketchup, it says Sketchup can't open the file. So I downloaded and installed the verix tool, from the website verix.eu, and it worked fine. But for some reason, when I launch Sketchup and go to
file>import>3dm model, it says "can't open the file." I'm not quite sure what's happening, but any idea why this might be? It worked fine in verix. The 3DM file was read, and no problems occured, so I saved the model. But now that I am trying to open the model in Sketchup, I get the message above. It seems as

though something is changing the model, but that's all I know. I am starting Sketchup Pro X2 from a folder, where I installed Verix Tool Sketchup Pro Edition. But I don't want to start the program as a.exe file, because I want to avoid 6d1f23a050
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